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Whether you’re screen printing, decorating 
garments or painting a sign, RTape has the 
specialty tape to make your job faster, easier 
and more trouble free.

Blue Block Out™ tape is a self wound polyethylene film tape coated with an aggressive 

adhesive. It’s water based adhesive resists attacks by inks and solvents, and withstands 

multiple pressure washes and solvent baths. Blue Block Out™ is easy to apply and 

removes cleanly from frames and mesh with no adhesive residue.

Pallet Protek™ is a standard weight saturated smooth paper tape with heat resistant 

adhesive. Cleaning up messy spray adhesive from your pallet is time consuming and 

costly. It’s also unnecessary. By covering your pallet with Pallet Protek™ and spraying the 

paper tape instead of the pallet, press clean up time is simply a matter of removing and 

discarding the tape. The whole process is fast and easy.

Block Out Film Tape

BLOCK OUT TAPES

Applications

Screen printing

Wooden frames

Aluminum, retensionable frames

Features

Water based adhesive

Self wound polyethylene film

Benefits

Easy to apply

Removes cleanly

Durable during pressure washes and 

solvent baths

PALLET PROTEK

Applications

Textile screen printing

Features

Smooth paper tape

Heat resistant rubber adhesive

Benefits

Save time and money

Reduce clean up time

Fast curing

Pallet Protek Paper Tape
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PROGRADE PAINT MASK

Applications

Paint graphics

Paint mask stencils

Plotter cut letters and decals

Features

Polymeric vinyl facestock

Removable adhesive

Benefits

Compatible with either sign lettering 

enamels or automotive urethane paints

Easy to apply and remove with adhesive 

residue

HOTMASK

Applications

Printed flock films

Polyurethane films

Vinyl films

Features

Polyester transfer tape

Benefits

Protects the printed surface from 

discoloration

Removes easily without any adhesive 

residue

Compatible with all brands and types of 

printable heat activated media

ProGrade™ vinyl paint mask is a specially designed removable film used in making 

computer-cut stencils for painted graphics. ProGrade™ paint mask can be used for either 

sign shop or body shop applications, and with either sign lettering enamels or automotive 

urethane paints. ProGrade™ is a user-friendly adhesive and easy to transfer from the 

release liner. Easy to apply, and removes with no adhesive residue. Unlike cheaper paint 

masks, ProGrade™ uses a polymeric vinyl facestock, which is much easier to plotter cut 

and weed, even when producing paint mask stencils with fine detail.

HotMask® series of self-wound polyester transfer tapes are designed to protect printed 

heat transfer material from the high temperatures of heat pressing. Available in different 

tack levels, HotMask® transfers print and cut graphics from the carrier film and aids 

alignment of the graphic to the garmet.

ProGrade Paint Mask

HotMask Transfer Tape


